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Completing a PhD is a huge undertaking and not one that students should take on lightly. At

the age of 45 I started my nine-year journey to gain the world's first PhD in reflexology and

pain management as a non-academic in a Science Faculty that did not have a dedicated

department of Complementary Medicine. There was extraordinarily little prior research in

reflexology from which to draw evidence and I was faced with pulling out all the stops, mentally,

emotionally, and physically to secure a science-based qualification at the highest level. Don't

be fooled by the title this isn't just a story of human achievement, but about the challenges of

gaining a PhD as a non-academic against the backdrop of life in real terms, in a faculty that

neither particularly wanted nor needed me - no holds barred.This is an inspirational memoir

written in a conversational style that includes texts about research, the science behind it and

provides a biographical insight into my life at the time, whilst fighting battles of inadequacy, self-

confidence, self-expression, trauma, devastation, and life-changing health issues. It provides

an insight that will help guide you and make clear how involved research in complementary

and alternative medical practices can be. As a PhD student you can expect to be

overwhelmed but the process involved in this academic journey doesn't prepare you for what

you can expect in the longer term, nor how you can manage life alongside the path to one of

the highest academic achievements available today. Time, money, and commitment are just a

few of the things you need to consider on a path that is often lonely, selfish, and incredibly

bumpy. Learning how to read the literature, critique and review it, managing academic writing,

being your own motivator and inspiration are all part of the process. In a world of

perfectionists, learning can make you vulnerable and can ultimately change the person you

thought you were. Finding out what inspires you about your research and how you can use

that to sustain and remain on your academic journey is all that provides focus, and in that you

can find your strength and determination. I found my strength, and in that also my power and

commitment to achieve my goals and if I can do it, you can too.In writing this book I hope to

encourage you to think about research in reflexology, research in pain management or just

simply research within your own field of study from an informed perspective.



Praise for The Tenacious StudentEngaging, inspiring, open, honest, and brave, this is a deeply

moving and reflective account of Carol’s odyssey from non-scientist, non-researcher, non-

academic to the successful completion of her PhD, the world’s first in Reflexology and pain

management. Clear and engaging, the narrative interweaves her personal and academic

journey against all the odds, her dogged determination and gutsy refusal to give up even when

faced with the most challenging life events, ensuring her final success. In the book, Carol talks

the reader through the challenges faced by those undertaking research on holistic therapies

from a scientific standpoint, especially when there is limited if any prior existing research/

evidence base, as was the case in her chosen specialism. Her story is also interspersed with

reflective passages and explanations of the science behind her research specialism which

clearly demonstrates her authority on this fascinating and complex topic area. Her honest and

unfiltered account of the research process and academia would be invaluable to anyone

considering undertaking a higher degree by research. Brilliant!Roz Gibbs, PhD; BSc (Hons);

LicAc; MBAcC; FHEA.Dr Carol Samuel has broken new ground in this fascinating and

extremely readable book. Carol charts her difficult, yet inspiring life journey from her early days

as a non-academic to being the first person in the world to achieve a PhD in Reflexology and

pain management.This book will be of great interest to all complementary therapists as it gives

worldly and well written insights into the scientific world at a high level of academia in an

English university. Its appeal will also reach many laypersons and those readers who will take

inspiration themselves to aim high in their own personal lives and goals, and who may aspire to

achieve what was once deemed impossible.Carol takes us through the process of PhD

selection to illustrate how research projects are conducted. She belies the idea of fusty

academia and breathes life into her descriptions of the challenges involved in getting a

reflexology project started that has had limited previous recognition at the highest level of

research. She has more than enough memorable experiences of love, loss and the

unexpected, to write a full autobiography but she is a pragmatist and a realist who writes

without ego or a desire to elicit sympathy. She simply tells it as it is. This approach enables her

to describe, very sparingly and honestly, her life history as a backdrop to the book while her

main focus is to share her university experiences in the widest sense. She is a highly

intelligent, compassionate therapist and author who has brought a scientific, therapeutic

benchmark to clinical reflexology. I highly recommend this book that both challenges and

invites the reader to join her on a journey of discovery through the chapters, and by the end we

are left informed, inspired and touched by her excellent and most unusual achievements.Lynne

Booth, BOOTH VRT LTDDr Carol Samuel is a fine example of tenacity and guts. This book

showcases her journey through the muddy waters of academia, when she really shouldn’t have

succeeded at all. Starting on an uphill journey towards a PhD is something nobody takes on

lightly. People who do it have trained for years to develop the skills necessary to pull everything

together to tight timescales. Carol had none of those skills, and was told often that she couldn’t

do it, she shouldn’t do it, but she did it anyway. This book is an exercise in rolling up your

sleeves, and getting the job done. Despite a natural disaster, personal and physical challenges

along the way, she picked herself up and just kept going. This book is her story. Read it and be

inspired.Judith Whatley MRes. BSc(Hons). MAR. PRM. FHEA.‘What an extraordinary book!

Carol has very cleverly managed to combine her own deeply personal experiences with those

of undertaking a difficult PhD journey. Integrating researched articles and explanations based

in science whilst explaining the effects of stress (for example) upon the body makes using the



information tangible, understandable and accessible. It not only provides access to articles for

further reading and research but allows the practitioner to relate this to their own clients much

more readily. The book is brave, bold, and courageous and truly shows that Carol was and

continues to be a ‘Tenacious Student’. I am delighted to have had the opportunity of a ‘sneak

preview’’.Barbara Scott, Chair Association of Reproductive ReflexologistsCarol highlights the

highs and lows of the PhD pathway whilst giving the reader a really personal insight into her

journey. This book is a must read for anyone considering or embarking on a PhD, particularly

for those coming from a non-conventional background, or with an interest in Complementary

and Alternative Medicine research. In fact, everyone should read it to see what can happen

with a bit of tenacity and determination. Carol’s PhD story is an inspiration.Samantha Larkin

PhD. BSc (Hons)Copyright © 2021 by Dr Carol A. Samuel. All rights reserved.This book or any

portion thereof may not be reproduced or used in any manner whatsoever without the express

written permission of the publisher except for the use of brief quotations in a book

review.Strenuous attempts have been made to credit all copyrighted materials used in this

book. All such materials and trademarks, which are referenced in this book, are the full

property of their respective copyright owners. Every effort has been made to obtain copyright

permission for material quoted in this book. Any omissions will be rectified in future

editions.Cover image & illustrations by: Tina Signorelli B.A. (Hons) M. ABook design by:

SWATT Books LtdPrinted in the United KingdomFirst Printing, 2021Dr Carol A. SamuelHavant,
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nothingwithout your love and directionForewordAccording to a song by the singer-songwriter

Paul Simon, “some folks’ lives roll easy” while many may stumble and fall and “never catch their

stars”. In this autobiographical book, Carol Samuel gives an account of the many problems,

tragedies, and difficulties she faced in her personal life while she coped with the stresses and

frustrations of completing a PhD on the effects of reflexology on pain in human subjects. I

suspect that writing this book and telling her story was a cathartic experience for her. Carol did

not register for a higher degree at the University of Portsmouth by the traditional route of

having a good BSc honours degree in a relevant science subject, but rather had other

qualifications that met the criteria for acceptance. However, Carol had extraordinarily little

knowledge of the basic scientific principles underpinning her research project when she started

and, in addition, her understanding of how to design and carry out scientific research was

wanting. She was therefore faced with a steep learning curve with a long and winding path,



which was challenging both for Carol and her research supervisors.Although the writing is

largely autobiographical, there is another theme that runs through the book. It is a primer for

aspiring practitioners and others who wish to do postgraduate research towards the degrees of

Master or Doctor of Philosophy (MPhil or PhD) in complementary therapies. She details the

various steps that are normally required in a programme of research that prospective students

must undertake together with some of the pitfalls that they may experience. One of the points

that Carol emphasises is the importance of carrying out placebo-controlled experiments to test

the validity of claims made for the use of complementary therapies for various maladies. Many

of these claims are based on anecdotal observations and have not been tested using rigorous

scientific methodology, and this results in many mainstream medical practitioners being highly

critical of or rejecting the use of complementary therapies. So, this book is also important as it

may inspire more people who practice or are interested in complimentary therapies to conduct

meticulously controlled scientific studies to validate some of the anecdotal assertions, and

make these therapies acceptable so that they may be introduced into mainstream medical

practices.I enjoyed reading the book. Although Carol did stumble and fall many times during

the course of her PhD studies, she picked herself up, made lots of sacrifices and changes in

her personal life and through sheer determination did “catch her star”.Ivor Ebenezer PhD,

FHEA, FBPhSIntroductionI have been asked over and again, when am I going to write a book,

but after completing my PhD I felt like I never wanted to write again; and yet here I am in the

midst of the COVID-19 pandemic about to embark on a journey that almost seems

inconceivable to me. So, why am I writing it…because people have been pushing me? No, not

really, I’m writing it because I feel ready to write it. Lockdown 2020/21 has given me the

headspace I need to challenge my feelings, the ones I have been harbouring since I first

started my PhD. I am hoping that it will be cathartic and provide me with an outage to get rid of

all the stress, anxiety and anger I experienced along the way. Alongside that, I am looking for

an opportunity to really reflect on that experience and find the good in it. I am also hoping that

it will help me to offload my experiences in a beneficial way for you, the reader, so that you can

somehow learn from me and fully appreciate the depth of my education.I have tried to write

this book in a conversational style but because it is also a book about research, I have included

the science in my book, not to confuse you, but hopefully to guide you and make clear how

involved research in complementary and alternative medical practices can be. You will see

numbers like this[1] alongside the text, they indicate a reference which you will find in the

bibliography at the back of the book. These references are given so that you may, if you so

wish, review the research papers I have used in my text.I carried out my PhD in a Science

Faculty that did not have a dedicated department of complementary medicine. There was

extraordinarily little prior research in reflexology from which to draw evidence and I was faced

with pulling out all the stops, mentally, emotionally, and physically to secure a science-based

qualification at the highest level. I am hoping that it will encourage and excite you, the reader,

to think about research in reflexology, research in pain management or just simply research

within your own field of study. It isn’t just a human story of achievement, but about the

challenges of gaining a PhD as a non-academic against the backdrop of life in real terms.Carol

Samuel, PhD. Cert-Ed. FFHT. HMARCHAPTER 1Who am I?There is no greater agony than

bearingan untold story inside you.Maya AngelouI can truthfully tell you that I didn’t go looking

for a PhD. In fact, I didn’t even know what a PhD was and if I had known, I would probably have

run a million miles. I would most certainly have assumed that I didn’t have enough academic

knowledge to even begin with something like that. You see, I never really considered myself as

an academic and left school at the age of 15 without a single qualification to my name. I was



good at sports, especially gymnastics, trampolining and contemporary dance and sure, I could

have taken my education further, but it was never at the forefront of my mind. Like many kids of

my age back then, all I wanted to do was go to work and earn some money of my own.I wasn’t

a bad student, well not at the beginning at least, but after a defining change in my family

circumstances at the age of 13, my life was turned upside down, and I lost concentration in

academia.My parents had just separated and after the usual struggles, traumas and battles

between couples who go their own way, we found ourselves under the sole care of our father. I

have to start by saying that I am extremely proud of both my parents and share with you, just a

snippet of who they were.Mum was a widely respected footballer who played in the first ever

women’s football team, the famous Dick Kerr Ladies (1946). She then went on to play for

Manchester Corinthian ladies who raised more than £43k for charity when they won the

European Cup in Berlins Olympic Stadium. She played in front of an 80,000 strong crowd at

the Lisbon Stadium of Light and was part of the team that won the first ever women’s FA cup

final in 1971. As well as playing for her local teams she was also part of the England squad.

Mum was never one to let age get in the way of her game and at the age of 64 she was

paramount in developing the young girls’ teams in the local area and became the coach to the

Portsmouth Young Blues football team. As a family, we have all played football across the

years, in fact my brother Mick, used to play for Southampton, whilst my eldest sister Janice

played alongside mum for Southampton ladies and England. I can happily say that football is in

our blood and was a big part of our childhood days.Dad was an incredible man and an

unbelievable role model for us all. After mum and dad split up, he bought up seven children, six

of whom are girls. This meant he endured all the teenage angst, flying hormones and

relationship issues that goes with having girls. He held for us a loving home in a close and

supportive family environment, demonstrated a huge sense of commitment and determination

and allowed us to develop into the people we are today.I am absolutely certain that my tenacity

and strength is borne out of these two amazing parents who taught us to face the world as it is,

and not through rose-tinted spectacles. The pick yourself up and dust yourself off attitude is,

and no doubt will always be, part of our family way.I didn’t know it at the time, but I was a

troubled child and would often draw attention to myself through self-harm and fainting

episodes. I recall I had to have a cartilage removed in my right knee after a lay-out back

somersault on the trampoline went wrong. I soon learned that being in hospital and then on

crutches bought me a lot of attention so I would hammer my knees with my fists over and over

again, trying to create further damage. To my shame I eventually had all but one of my

cartilages removed and whilst the fist-hammering didn’t cause the original problem, it most

certainly exacerbated it. I also had to undergo an EEG at the age of thirteen for suspected

epilepsy because of the fainting episodes; again, an attention seeking opportunity that resulted

in a period of taking phenobarbitone a central nervous system drug for the control of seizures. I

was taken off the drug when at the age of fourteen I took an overdose of phenobarbitone and

paracetamol after falling out with a friend.It’s only as an adult and with life-experience that you

become wise as to why you do these things, and for me it was probably all about attention

seeking. As the middle child I didn’t feel I mattered that much, I wasn’t old enough to be part of

the decision making, nor young enough to require close supervision. My parents had their own

reasons for separating and over the years I was privileged to gain an understanding of that, but

to be respectful to them both, I realised that the only two people who truly know what went on

in that, or indeed any relationship, are the two people who were in it. I learned not to judge, and

not to blame, but to accept that whatever it was that drove them apart, was their business, their

journey, and their lesson.Working careerMy first job was as a children’s nanny for one of my



old school teachers and then I went on to work in a factory, but factory work didn’t turn out to

be my forte after I crushed my hand, burst a blood vessel in my nose, and had a contusion on

my elbow from three different jobs.As a result of this I took my first foray back into education

and signed up to night school at the local college to learn how to type and do shorthand, and it

was a good move. I managed to get a job for the Post Office as a punch-card operator followed

by a post as a clerical assistant where I was also involved in stock control and marketing.I got

married in 1977 at the age of 19 and settled in administration/secretarial roles for a number of

years. I discovered I was pregnant in 1978 and when my daughter was born in 1979, I became

a full-time mum. A couple of years later we were hoping to expand our family, but it wasn’t to

be, so I started up as a child minder for my neighbours and friends. It was a job I loved dearly

and continued to do until my daughter went to school. To help with the household finances I

took a part-time evening job at IBM as a data control clerk and worked privately as a secretary

and bookkeeper for a local builder. I learned a lot about book-keeping and was able to use my

shorthand with a mix of speed writing to take dictation over the phone. When my daughter

started school, I went back to work as a customer services representative with a credit card

registration company, whilst also learning travel and ticketing with British Airways, leading to a

qualification in Travel Management. I didn’t pass my travel and ticketing exams first time, so

had to start again, and the following year I was eventually successful.It was whilst working at

the credit card registration company that I got my first break. My boss at the time recognised

that I had good organisation skills, that I could communicate very well with members of the

public and that I had an eye for detail. Anyhow, this company decided that my further education

was important, so offered me an opportunity, under the ‘Investors in People’ scheme to go to

college to learn a number of new skills that would provide me with a Foundation degree in

Purchasing and Supply Management. This included Business Maths and Statistics,

Accounting, Economics, Project Management and Purchasing and Supply Management. I

recall that I failed the exam for Business Maths and Statistics initially, so just as I had with the

British Airways Travel and Ticketing, I sat it again and this time I passed with flying colours; no

pun intended.When I look back at this time in my life, I probably had to do most things twice

before achieving my goals. I recognise that I am a slow learner and that it takes me a while to

absorb information in the right order. I’m not sure if it’s just because I don’t listen properly, if I

get bored, distracted, or just have difficulty concentrating, but I do know that if you want

something badly enough, you find a way that works for you and usually get there in the end. I

suspect that half the problem for me is that I get what I call an over analytical brain freeze,

often termed as ‘paralysis by analysis’ and it can be a real pain in the arse at times. It makes

me a bit of an overthinker and is something I have had to learn to temper across the years, but

when it comes to research, it appears it is quite a good skill to have.In 1988 I went through the

next major divide in my life…divorce! Although necessary for us both, it was, as these things

often are, very painful and confusing. I moved into a new home with my eight-year-old daughter

only to find out that the house had dry rot, wet rot, and woodworm. After an extremely stressful

three years working alongside a builder, and I do mean physically working alongside a builder,

trying to remove all the rotted wood, drilling bricks to fumigate and rebuild the house, I finally

found myself back on an even keel.At the time I was purchasing print and design materials for

the UK and American branches of the credit card registration company I worked for, and

thought I was enjoying the fast-paced life of business. I was travelling across Europe and the

length and breadth of the UK but what I had overlooked was that I spent so much time at work,

I didn’t get to spend as much time with my daughter as perhaps I should have done. I didn’t

make a conscious decision not to be with her, I just needed to earn as much money as I could



in order to pay the bills and rebuild my home. They were difficult days for us and huge

adjustments were needed, she hated being in the new house away from her daddy and I

completely understood that, but I couldn’t turn back the clock for either of us.In 1989 I met Sam

and it was lust at first sight. He was fun to be with, he made me laugh and he liked to live life…

it was a hugely different kind of relationship to the one I had experienced with my first husband;

that had been all about building a home, security, stability, and family. Everything I thought I

wanted, but I was young when we met, just 16 whilst he was 28. Looking back now I can see

that the reason I wanted that relationship was because I was looking for someone to love me,

to take care of me, to provide for me and make me their priority, and he did. My relationship

with Sam on the other hand took me on a wild and sometimes wonderful new journey of

discovery but it was often unpredictable and challenging. He had two children, a 5-year-old son

with an ex-girlfriend and a 15-year-old daughter from his first marriage. His relationships with

these two women were, to say the least, quite tenuous and although he had many

opportunities to move away from the area he stayed for the love of his children and a real

desire to be part of their lives. I admired that in him, perhaps he reminded of my own father in

that way.I had always wanted a bigger family and saw myself as a real earth mother. I had this

picture that my role in life was to take care of a big family, to help them grow and develop and

to bring out the best in them. Unfortunately, my body had other ideas. I suffered dreadfully with

endometriosis and at the age of 32, after collapsing and being hospitalised on several previous

occasions, I underwent a hysterectomy. If I only knew then, what I know now about the benefits

of reflexology and the skill and knowledge of my dear friend Barbara Scott.In 1992 at the age

of just seven, my stepson, whom I called Blue, was diagnosed with a life-limiting condition

known as Adrenaleukodystrophy (ALD). At the time very little about the clinical pathogenesis of

the disease was understood and we were simply told that it was an X-linked genetic disorder,

occurring primarily in males and that it causes a build-up of very long chain fatty acids which

results in the breakdown of the myelin-sheath around neurons, which causes extensive and

widespread damage.[1][2] Children with ALD often develop adrenocortical insufficiency, known

as Addison’s Disease, which means they don’t produce enough of the hormone cortisol and/or

aldosterone.[3][4] We were told that Blue had the rapidly progressive form of the disease,

causing a rapid inflammatory demyelination in the cerebral hemisphere, and that his life

expectancy was somewhere between three months and three years. It was the start of a long

and troubled journey for us all, including his birth mother and our respective children.Blue’s

birth mother didn’t drive, and he needed to be ushered from one hospital to another for an

array of different tests. It seemed only natural to me that I take up the role of driver and

communicator. I put myself in the middle of two parents who were desperate for answers and in

the initial stages it seemed to work out fine, but the more involved I became, the more difficult it

was to separate myself from Blue, and instead I ended up being the victim of hatred and

jealousy. Despite working full-time and trying to juggle my relationships as well as parenting my

own daughter Claire, I would take the eight-hour round trip to Birmingham Children’s hospital

regularly. My role was to tackle the arduous task of understanding his condition, finding a way

to feed back that information to his birth parents and establish some kind of hope to which they

may cling. Sam quite naturally wasn’t coping well with it and his relationship with Blue’s mother

became more and more toxic as time went on. Nonetheless we were all desperate to try and

find out how we could best help Blue, and I remember at the invitation of a friend, one of the

things we did together was go to a Methodist church. I learned that parents of children faced

with life limiting conditions fear for the loss of control over their child’s health.[5][6] You want to

be able to plan things, to control the situation, and religion seems to help you find the patience



you need, and somehow seems to give you the time to think things through more holistically.I

am not by nature a particularly religious person, erring more on the side of spiritualism, but you

take desperate measures when you are in a desperate situation. I was invited to go forward

and stand in front of the priest, but my immediate response was definitely not. You see I had

watched as the priest touched people on the head, and they fell to the ground like a ton of

bricks. I watched as Blue stood with his mother at the front of the church and both were

touched by the priest, but neither fell down. My head was all over the place but the feeling in

the church was euphoric and I was beginning to get caught up in it. After further

encouragement from our friends, I allowed the priest to lay his hands on my shoulders. As he

did so he said …you will touch a lot of lives…and in that same moment, he touched my

forehead and I, like others before me, fell to the ground. Sadly, it didn’t change anything for

Blue, and we watched as he slowly deteriorated, first of all losing his sight, then his ability to

walk, to talk, to feed, control his muscles and his bowel and bladder functions. It was one of the

most painful and distressing experiences I and his family have ever had to endure in our entire

lives, and it got progressively worse for everyone involved.In 1993 Sam and I were married,

and life seemed to be moving on, we found ways to manage our emotions with each other and

with the dreadful situation we were experiencing with Blue, but life seemed to challenge my

every move and I was trying so hard not to upset anyone.Then in the Spring of 1994 I found I

was struggling to hold on to life, to the hope of better things. The weight of running a home,

holding down a full-time job, coping in a testing relationship and taking care of a by now,

completely dependent nine-year-old and a growing teenager started to engulf me. I struggled

to cope with being the target of spite and acting as the ‘go between’ for Blue’s birth mother and

my husband. I started crying, a lot, at ridiculous times, for what appeared to be no reason at all.

I made a complete idiot of myself at the works annual dinner-dance after being awarded

employee of the year by completely falling apart…for what appeared to be absolutely no

reason at all. I was so embarrassed and decided to speak with my GP who put me off work for

six weeks with stress. I didn’t see it coming, Sam didn’t see it coming and yet here I was a

complete bloody mess, out of control and unable to function but I didn’t have a choice because

life doesn’t stand still.I have found on many an occasion that when I am really low something

happens, I seem to get help from somewhere. I now believe that help comes from spirit. It was

on one of my really down days, when I was sitting on the floor of my lounge crying, and I mean

really sobbing, that I experienced a real impression that I should call a lady with whom I had

previously had a reflexology treatment. She was also a spiritualist medium, gifted from birth. I

found an old diary with her telephone number in it and gave her a call. She told me that she

wasn’t sure she was going to continue working as a reflexologist as she was struggling with

shoulder pain, but as I was now the sixth person who had called for an appointment that day,

she felt that the universe was telling her that now was not the time for her to stop. It was a visit

that was to change the course of my entire life.I made an appointment and went to see her the

very next day. Whilst giving me a treatment she asked me if I had ever thought about therapy

myself. I wasn’t very quick on the uptake I have to say, because I thought she meant that I

needed therapy…as in counselling. She explained that she thought I would make a great

therapist and gave me the name of a man who taught the International Therapy Examinations

Council (ITEC) body massage diploma. She told me he taught it across the weekends so it

would work with my full-time job. She sold it to me as a distraction from my current life events

and so I went along and spoke to the tutor who agreed that I could join the course. I completed

the course with a credit and got an A++ for my project dissertation on Adrenaleukodystrophy. It

was my first real detailed insight into the nervous system, and I was desperate to learn more



about how I might use massage to help support the spasticity Blue was experiencing in his

limbs. I noticed it made such a tremendous difference to him, so much so, that we were able to

reduce the amount of diazepam he was taking to help relax his muscles, and with some

passive physiotherapy thrown in, I could help straighten out his curled-up arms, albeit for a

short while.Sam told me once that I was known as the Ice Maiden at work because I wouldn’t

take any shit from anyone and that I wasn’t very approachable. When I think of that now, it

absolutely abhors me, particularly as I always felt that I was a good listener and ready to help

anyone who needed my support. Following my breakdown, I went back to work, but didn’t feel

quite as strong as I had been previously. I had been with the company for ten years and for

almost eight of those ten years our company director had been my direct line manager, but a

short while after my return to work he suddenly changed my reporting line. Instead of reporting

to him, I was now having to report to the Finance Director, and it was a further two months

before I was to find out why. I was aware that some of the original employees like me, those

who were there at the companies’ inception, had been made redundant, but I had not expected

there to be any further redundancies. I was wrong. I had been responsible for a multi-million-

pound spending budget, I was manager of the mail services department, the stock control

department and purchasing and design projects but I dropped my guard. Apparently, I had

trained my purchasing assistant so well, they decided I was no longer required, and I was

made redundant from my position as a Special Projects/Purchasing Manager. I thought the

bottom had dropped out of my world.Once again, I found myself struggling to cope with life’s

events but what really pissed me off was that our company director didn’t have the balls to

make me redundant himself. Instead, he changed my reporting line to give the task to

someone who did. I had known my director for ten years and he had supported me with my

work development and across all of the challenges I had experienced in my personal life, so it

was quite a shock that he couldn’t talk to me and give his reasons face to face. Not one to let

these things go, I asked to speak with him openly and he admitted to me that he couldn’t do it

because he cared. He was a big bear of a man, married with a family of his own and he was a

great boss to everyone in the company. It hurt, but after he explained himself I kind of

understood where he was coming from. He didn’t have to tell me, but in doing so he earned my

further respect. I could see that after my breakdown I was vulnerable, I had a lot happening in

my personal life and I had let my work ethic slip to second place. When you are placed in a

position of great authority and trust, you need to be on the ball all the time. You need to stay at

the top of your game to make sure negotiations come in on budget, that work is managed in a

strict fashion under clear guidelines, and clearly, I wasn’t doing that anymore. As a growing

company they couldn’t and wouldn’t carry me.They say that as one door closes, another opens

but I was desperately worried about being out of work, wondering how on earth, as the major

breadwinner I was going to continue to pay my mortgage and support my family. I continued to

study part-time and by the end of 1995 I had completed my training as a Reiki practitioner/

master teacher, the ITEC Sport and Remedial Massage and Vocational Training Charitable

Trust (VTCT) Aromatherapy qualifications. All of this, whilst also taking care of Blue, managing

the emotional roller-coaster from the fall out between Sam and Blue’s birth mother, working in

temporary positions for a number of different staff agencies in a variety of different jobs, and by

now, trying to cope with the emotions of a young teenager whose father had become an

alcoholic, struggling to manage his life without me in it. I still cared for my ex-husband, he was,

after all the father of my child and I didn’t want to see him destroy himself and also our

daughter. I tried to help him, I tried to find a way that would ease his pain, but I was the cause

of his pain and I couldn’t work around that. It’s a strange kind of guilt that you carry in these



situations and learning to manage that guilt wasn’t easy.By 1996 I felt confident enough in my

skills and knowledge as a holistic practitioner that I took on a part-time role at my local further

education college teaching the VTCT anatomy & physiology body massage qualification. As

part of my continuing professional development (CPD) it was recommended that I do my

Further and Adult Education Teaching Certificate (FAETC) together with the VTCT Assessor

awards. I passed with a commendation for my one-to-one work with practitioners learning in a

third language and the quality of my portfolio evidence was promoted as one of the best seen. I

continued at the college for another four years, during which time I also developed a Reiki

course and in partnership with a close friend taught Reiki privately. I completed my teacher

training with the Certificate in Education (Cert.Ed). and alongside that, it was also a

requirement to undertake some Key Skills training so I took the level 4 qualifications in

Managing Own Learning and Performance, Communication Skills and Working with Others, all

of which would stand me in good stead for my future in teaching. As is usual when teaching in

college I was asked to undertake further CPD and my course mentor Jane whom I was

shadow-teaching thought that I might like to consider beauty therapy. At the time beauty

therapy didn’t sit well with me as I’m not really a facials kind of girl, so I asked if there were any

‘holistic’ therapies I could do, and I was offered Reflexology or Indian Head Massage. I took

both and qualified in 1998.It was during this time that my husband suffered pain in his lower

back whilst lifting Blue into the car and I learnt probably one of the biggest lessons of my

massage career to date. I didn’t know the extent of the damage and so when he said that

something had gone in his back, I assumed that he had pulled a muscle. I suggested ice and/

or heat and perhaps paracetamol and anti-inflammatory drugs, but after a couple of days and

no real improvement I offered him some sport and remedial massage, but it didn’t help. He

disliked reflexology and would not allow me to work his feet. The normal route for non-specific

low back pain in conventional medicine is to offer conservative treatments with medication and/

or physiotherapy, so he continued with the medication. He eventually reached a point where he

couldn’t stand, couldn’t sit, and certainly couldn’t lie down and although I had been telephoning

his GP on an almost daily basis, all they kept telling me was that he was to continue with the

medication. Sam hadn’t slept in days; he was in dreadful pain and I felt completely powerless to

provide the support I had hoped I could. I made another call to the surgery and this time I didn’t

take no for an answer. I literally wept over the telephone and begged them to do something for

him. Our own GP knew about our home situation and so they finally decided to take him into

hospital. After two weeks in hospital trying to sort out his pain, they finally had to operate, and

he underwent a discectomy for an L4/5 prolapse. I know the treatments I gave him hadn’t made

the condition worse, I know that the psychological impact of his pain meant that he was unable

to provide for his son in the way he had been doing which also changed the context of his pain.

[7][8] It was to be many years later and only when I was confident enough in my own level of

knowledge and understanding that he would allow me to do any kind of therapy work on him

again.It was also during this time that I took on the role of caring for an elderly neighbour who

was struggling with rheumatoid arthritis. Sherry had previously been one of my case-studies for

the reflexology qualification and was a special and very dear friend who had given up her

career to take care of her invalid mother but had no other close living relatives. She was my

confidante, my friend and subsequently my benefactor, without whom I could not even have

considered going to university. I found that she benefitted hugely from reflexology treatments

and so I took on more elderly clients with arthritis, finding that I had the same positive

outcomes. The results varied amongst these clients, some had less pain and more mobility for

several days at a time, whilst in others it was short-lived and needed topping up regularly, but



there was always some benefit.At college, the number of students signing up to attend VTCT

qualifications dropped, so my role as a part-time tutor was no longer required. I transferred to

another college, closer to home where I taught the part-time VTCT Aromatherapy diploma. At

some point along the way I decided to start my own school where I could offer training

alongside treatments. I developed courses aligned to the VTCT diploma level 3 for anatomy

physiology and body massage, aromatherapy, Indian head massage and reiki levels one

through to mastery. Rather oddly the one course that I didn’t develop was reflexology but there

is definitely something to be said for knowing your market. I clearly hadn’t done my homework

properly or thoroughly enough because during this time, the VTCT courses at college had

reduced their costs so much for student intake that I was unable to compete, and after two

years I was forced to close the school.BlueIn January 2001 at the age of just 15 Blue lost his

battle with adrenaleukodystrophy and passed away after contracting yet another bout of

pneumonia. I had endured many years of his mother’s jealousy and rage and at that time I had

not been able to visit him at the respite centre for almost a year, as she had taken out a court

order banning my attendance. She had become a born-again Christian and unfortunately felt

that the treatments I was providing for him were the work of the devil. One day when she came

to collect Blue from us, she became abusive to me and my daughter. She wouldn’t step aside

for me to put him across the threshold in his wheelchair and I caught her leg as I did so. In a

letter from her solicitor, she had complained that I was interfering with his medications, that I

was dirty and that I had physically harmed her; as a result, she sought to prevent me from

seeing him. Fortunately for me, when the case went to court the judge ordered in my favour but

told us that if she broke the ruling there was absolutely nothing we could do about it, as they

wouldn’t put the mother of a dying child in prison for breach of contract.When he died, I was

completely distraught and despite the fact that I wasn’t his birth mother, the pain I endured

from his loss was unbearable. It was such a deep pain, and I experienced the loss so strongly,

but I also felt so dreadfully guilty too, because I didn’t think I had the right to feel that way. I was

an imposter, I wasn’t his real mother, a surrogate if you will, but not really his mum. I told

myself I had no right to be like that, so I pushed my feelings away and got on with life. After his

death, my life seemed so empty, and I didn’t know what to do with myself. He had occupied so

much of my time and there was just this emptiness inside me. I needed another focus, so I took

another temporary job, this time for the School Improvement Service. I became the

administrator for the primary maths lead, but it didn’t take up all my time and I needed to fill the

hours, especially the weekends when Blue would have been at home with us, so I began a

course of study in nutritional medicine. It started well and I was getting straight A’s, but it

became apparent to me that I wasn’t really interested, it didn’t give me a buzz or the thirst for

knowledge that I was seeking, and I knew I was really only filling time to stop myself from

feeling his loss.The role at the School Improvement Service was going well and when we

moved to new offices that were nearer my home, they upgraded me to secretary. As time went

on my managers found that I could cope with more work, so they gave me the role of secretary

to two of the senior staff. Catherine was the Early Years and Development lead, and Gerry was

the Continuing Professional Development lead for all the schools in the area. But once again,

as time progressed and I learned more about education, I realised that I needed to do

something else for myself. I was still working part-time as a practitioner, so I started looking for

courses that might help my progression in the field of complementary & alternative medicine

(CAM). I knew that I wanted to learn more about the science behind CAM and gave some

serious consideration to undertaking a 3-year degree in Traditional Chinese Acupuncture, but

at £17,000 I struggled to justify the expense.I came across a Bachelor of Science degree in



Natural and Complementary therapies at the University of Portsmouth. At the time I didn’t have

any idea how to apply so Gerry directed me through the application process, but I needed to

have two referees who would write a good review for me. I asked my college mentor Jane, and

Gerry was happy to write the second reference. Both wrote glowing references which led to an

interview with Dr Sheelagh Campbell, who was the Principal Lecturer in Chemistry at

Portsmouth and the person who had developed the course. We met at the university in

Sheelagh’s office where she described the course to me. She explained that since I didn’t have

any formal science background, I would need to complete an Access course before I would be

considered. She suggested I look at the local colleges for this and I duly enrolled (rather late)

on Access Chemistry. The course had already been running for six weeks when I started, so I

felt a little awkward and got a bit overwhelmed initially with all the new and strange knowledge

that I had to learn. I knew that I could apply myself and wasn’t shy in asking for help. I

completed the remainder of the course and passed with an AS level, equivalent to 40% of an A-

level or the first year of an A level, which alongside my CAM background, was sufficient for me

to gain access to university.Sheelagh and I met again, less formally this time and she

explained that the course she had written didn’t get validated when it was reviewed by the

education board, so they had to rewrite a few components before it could start. She said that

she hoped to be able to contact me again later in the year with a definite start date. The course

was changed to incorporate more biomedical studies but still lacked a practical component,

which for me, wasn’t really an issue, but I could certainly see that it would a bit of a no-no for

anyone who was having to pay for a course of study. What was the point in a course of theory

that didn’t train anyone in the practical skills that accompanied that knowledge? I think I knew

right there and then that it wouldn’t take off.
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Ruth, “Inspiring!. This book takes you along Carol’s route to a PhD, and the challenges she

faced in the academic world, alongside some difficult times in her personal life. Carol took on

the research role to prove scientifically what she already knew - reflexology works!I won’t

pretend to understand the scientific side of the book, other than to say it’s by no means
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straightforward. However I couldn’t put it down because I was gripped by the story and wanted

to see the outcome, as Carol battled to attain her academic objective.Inspiring on all levels!”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 2 people have provided feedback.
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